A novel hybrid algorithm that employs BP neural network (BPNN) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is proposed for the kinematic parameter identification of industrial robots with an enhanced convergence response. The error model of the industrial robot is established based on a modified Denavit-Hartenberg method and Jacobian matrix. Then, the kinematic parameter identification of the industrial robot is transformed to a nonlinear optimization in which the unknown kinematic parameters are taken as optimal variables. A hybrid algorithm based on a BPNN and the PSO is applied to search for the optimal variables which are used to compensate for the error of the kinematic parameters and improve the positioning accuracy of the industrial robot. Simulations and experiments based on a realistic industrial robot are all provided to validate the efficacy of the proposed hybrid identification algorithm. The results show that the proposed parameter-identification method based on the BPNN and PSO has fewer iterations and faster convergence speed than the standard PSO algorithm.
Introduction
The nominal parameters of industrial robots for the mechanical design are usually not accurate due to manufacturing and assembly errors, limited precision of components, flexible deformation of linkages and joints and so on, which will lead to the decrease of the positional accuracy of industrial robots in practical applications. Kinematic calibration is an effective way to improve the accuracy of industrial robots, and parameter identification is a key step of calibration [1] . Hence, many research works have been focusing on this area. Parameter identifications are usually realized through minimizing the residuals of the end-effectors' poses of industrial robots. It is a nonlinear or standard linear least-squares optimization process. As a commonly used algorithm, the leastsquares method [2, 3] does not need to consider any prior information of the system, but its low computationality and the noise sensitivity limit its application [4, 5] . The extended Kalman filter [6, 7] is a useful method for dealing with nonlinear problems, which is possible to realize the state estimation under some mild conditions on the measuring error. However, the actual distribution of the positioning errors is not taken into account in the above work, resulting in a situation where the state estimate is not accurate enough and the filter is divergent. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [8, 9] is used to solve nonlinear least-squares problems; however, it generally can only find the local minimum, which is not necessarily for the global minimum. Daney et al. [10] proposed an algorithm based on a constrained optimization method to select a set of measurement configurations in the calibration of robots. Jiang et al. [1] proposed a hybrid kinematic calibration method based on the extended Kalman filter and particle filter algorithm that can significantly improve the positioning accuracy of the robot. Xiong et al. [11] presented a systematic and practical calibration method based on the global product-of-exponential formula considering some practical constraints for an industrial robot to improve its absolute accuracy, in which all the kinematic parameters are identified via the linear least-squared iteration.
In recent years, many intelligent bionic algorithms have been used in parameter identification. Gong et al. [12] proposed a new hybrid optimization algorithm based on the bee swarm particle swarm optimization algorithm to obtain the optimum structural parameters of a manipulator. Fan et al. [13] conducted the parameter identification of a parallel mechanism based on genetic algorithm. Wang et al. [14] proposed a universal index and an improved PSO algorithm for optimal pose selection. Shi et al. [15] proposed a quantum particle swarm optimization (QPSO) algorithm based on the path-planning method, so that the base position and the end position can simultaneously reach the desired state. Fang and Dang [16] proposed a method based on the QPSO algorithm, which is suitable for the kinematic calibration of both serial and parallel robots.
As an evolutionary algorithm, PSO starts from a random solution and searches the optimal solution through iteration. However, it needs much iteration in dealing with parameter identification of industrial robots since there are more than 20 dimensions in the optimization model. BPNN can improve the convergence ability of PSO [17, 18] . Inspired by this fact, this paper proposes a kinematic parameteridentification method based on BPNN-PSO, which can greatly improve the convergence speed of the PSO algorithm. To maintain the positioning accuracy and repeatability, industrial robots are required to be calibrated regularly, especially after collisions and overload operations. Thus, the proposed method can improve the efficiency of identification greatly in the follow-up calibration of industrial robots. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the kinematic modelling of the industrial robots with MDH model. In Section 3, the kinematic identification of the structural parameter is formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem. Simulations and experiments are conducted to verify the identification model and search for the optimal settings of PSO and BPNN in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Section 6 provides the conclusion.
Kinematic Modeling of the Industrial Robot
ER20-C10 is a kind of universal industrial robot, which is a six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) joint-type industrial robot, as shown Figure 1 . According to the D-H modified method [19] , the coordinate systems for each joint of the robot are built, as shown in Figure 2 . There are a base coordinate system F 0 and six joint coordinate systems F1, F2, … , F6 in the coordinate systems, where F6 is the end-flange coordinate system. A laser tracker shown in Figure 1 will be used to acquire the end position data of the robot in experimental verification, which is a portable, highly accurate coordinate measuring system with an ADM (absolute distance measurement) accuracy of ±10 μm. An active target (AT) is installed at the end of the robot as the end effector, which can assure that the tracker will not lose the laser in the process of measurement. In addition, the tool coordinate system F tool and the world coordinate system F World must also be considered. F World is set at the measurement coordinate system of the laser tracker. F tool is set at the center of the active target (AT) mounted on the flange, and its direction is the same as the end-flange coordinate system F6.
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Modelling. Given the joint variable vector q = θ 1 , θ 2 , … , θ 6 , the end-effector's pose is represented as follows:
where T j i is the homogeneous matrix representing the pose of frame F j with respect to F i . These three homogeneous matrices are calculated as follows: where R 0 is the rotation matrix representing the orientation of the base frame with respect to the world frame and t 0 is 2 Complexity the position of the origin of the base frame with respect to the world frame. x t , y t , and z t are the position of the tool frame with respect to the end-flange frame. For i = 1, 2, … , 6, the homogeneous matrix of each successive pair of frames is obtained using the MD-H parameters as follows: Table 1 .
Preliminary
Identification of the Base Frame and the Tool Frame 2.2.1. Preliminary Identification of the Base Frame. As we know, the location of the base frame of a robot can be measured directly if the robot is properly mounted. But unfortunately, the location of the base frame in the robot is difficult to measure with instruments directly; hence, we will get the location through preliminary identification. Firstly, we define the base frame F 0 with respect to frame F 1 [20] . The steps of defining the base frame F 0 can be described as follows.
(1) One keeps the robot at zero position (the value of each joint angle θ i is 0).
(2) One keeps joints 2-6 unchanged and joint 1 rotating; the position of the AT is measured at a certain angle interval using a laser tracker. Based on these positions measured, we can get circle 1.
(3) Similar to step 1, one rotates joint 2 and we can get circle 2.
(4) According to the normals of circle 1 and circle 2, their common vertical line can be obtained.
(5) The intersection of the common vertical line and the normal of circle 1 is set as the origin of the frame F 1 .
The normal of circle 1 is taken as the z-axis and the vertical is the x-axis.
(6) One translates d 1 along the negative direction of the z-axis of F 1 ; the base frame F 0 can be obtained.
After establishing the base frame of the robot, we could transfer the measurement coordinate system to the base frame. Then the world frame F World is unified with F 0 .
Preliminary Identification of the Tool Frame.
The tool frame also needs to be preliminarily identified, where the values of x t and y t depend primarily on the concentricity of the AT and the end flange. With high machining accuracy of the connecting flange, we can set the value of x t and y t to be 0. And the value of z t could be obtained by the method as follows. Rotating joint 5 with the others being blocked, the position of the AT is measured at a certain angle with the laser tracker. Based on these positions, a circle is fitted. Then, the radius of this circle is the sum of the length of z t and d 6 .
Once the sum of the length of z t and d 6 is obtained, we can compensate the length of z t to d 6 , and z t will not participate in the following identification calculation.
Design of Fitness Function.
After preliminary identification and unification of the base frame and measurement coordinate system, we can describe the position of the tool frame with respect to the base frame as follows:
Therefore, the complete kinematic model consists of 24 kinematic parameter errors as shown in Table 2 . The kinematic model of the robot can be expressed as
where p is the position vector of the end-effector calculated by the model, k is the vector of 24 kinematic parameters, and q is the vector of six joint variables. The vector of kinematic parameters k can also be written as
where k 0 is the nominal set of kinematic parameters and δk is the kinematic parameter error. Then, the residuals for such a model are 3 Complexity
where p R is the position vector measured by the laser tracker; the identification problem is to select δk to minimize a cost function:
Then, the identification problem will be referred to as the nonlinear least-squares method, and the optimization of L could be accomplished through evolutionary algorithms.
Kinematic Parameter Identification
The identification is transformed into an optimization problem of nonlinear systems, and a novel hybrid algorithm of BPNN-PSO is applied to solve the problem.
3.1. PSO. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is a parallel global optimization algorithm based on swarm intelligence. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, search through the problem space by following their own experiences and the current best particles. Due to its simple structure, fast convergence speed, and advantages in dealing with high-dimensional problems, it has been widely used in science and engineering in recent years [21] . The specific steps are as follows.
Assuming the number of particles as N, the number of iterations is denoted by t and the maximum number of iterations is denoted by t max .
(1) One selects N groups of poses in the robot's workspace and gets the actual position error e i , where i = 1, 2, … , N.
(2) Initializing the positions of particle swarms, the position vector and the velocity vector of the ith particle are set as X i t and V i t , respectively. In this step, the initial positions of particles are used as the input of BPNN.
(3) One calculates the fitness of the ith particle according to the fitness function. p id is set as the current position of the particle i, and p gd is set as the position of the best particle in the initial population.
(4) One determines whether iteration termination conditions are met. If the termination conditions are met, the algorithm will stop running and output the optimal result; otherwise, the algorithm will go to step 5.
(5) One calculates velocity and position of each particle with the following two equations.
where c 1 and c 2 are accelerating constants, r 1 and r 2 are two independent random functions, and w is a nonnegative number which is called the weight.
(6) One calculates the fitness of each particle, updates the new local optimal position p id of each particle, and updates the global optimal position p gd of the particle swarm.
(7) One determines whether the iteration termination conditions are met. If met, the algorithm will stop running and output the optimal result; otherwise, the algorithm will go to step 5.
3.1.1. Design of Objective Function. According to (1) , there are various errors in the robot error model which can affect the positioning accuracy of the robot. In the PSO identification model, each particle represents a set of solutions for optimizing the robot parameters, through which one optimization variable Δk will be reached for the optimization problem. In Section 2.3, we constructed the objective functions of a set of data for parameter identification. However, in the calibration process, we collected multiple sets of robot data for parameter identification. Therefore, the objective function is set as the sum of fitness functions for multiple sets of robot data. Then the objective function can be expressed as follows:
where N indicates the number of positions acquired by measurement instruments and L i represents the fitness function (8) which means the sum of squared errors of point i.
Parameter Setting of PSO.
The parameters that need to be determined in the particle swarm optimization algorithm [22] are the search space dimension D, the number of particles in the population n, the acceleration factors c 1 and c 2 , and the inertia weight w. The search space dimension D is the same as the number of robot kinematic parameters that need to be identified, which is 24 in this paper. For such a high-dimensional search space, the number of particles n is selected as 200. According to [23] , we set acceleration factor c 1 equal to 0.5, c 2 equal to 1.25, and inertia weight w equal to 0.9.
BPNN-PSO.
The BP neural network (BPNN) is a representative neural network, which is widely used in many practical systems [24] . The training of neural network is a process that makes the neural network interactive to the external environment in a new way. In the process of training, the free parameters of the neural network will be adapted by the stimulating effect of the environment. The BP neural network is usually composed of an input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The adjacent layers are fully interconnected, but the nodes of the same layer are not connected. In this paper, a BPNN with a single hidden layer is chosen to combine with particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to solve the parameter error vector Δk.
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Training of BPNN.
A three-layer BP neural network with a hidden layer (enough of hidden nodes) can approximate any nonlinear continuous function with arbitrary precision in the closed set [25] . In this paper, we use a three-layer BP neural network with a hidden layer as our network architecture. The model of a neural network based on BPNN is established as shown in (12) , where w ij is the neural network's weight from neuron j to i, x j is the input (the positions of particle swarms), T j is the threshold of the neuron j, f is the activation function of neurons, and P is the position of the best particle.
The structure of the BPNN used in this paper is shown in Figure 3 . There are n neurons in the input layer which are the locations of particle swarms initialized in the second step of 5 Complexity PSO. When the iteration of PSO stops, we will get the optimal value of Δk which is used as the output of BPNN. The number of hidden nodes is a key parameter of the neural network. Determination of the optimal number of hidden nodes has always been a problem that is raised in neural network applications [26] . In this paper, the reference value of the number of nodes in the hidden layer is calculated by the empirical formula n 1 = m + na, where m, n, and n 1 represent the number of neurons in the output layers, input layers, and hidden layers, respectively. a is a constant, and its value is usually between 1 and 10. Then the number of nodes in the hidden layer is determined through a step-by-step experiment method. As described in Figure 4 , the number of particle swarm particles can be regarded as the size of the training data of the BP neural network. When the particle swarm algorithm is used to identify parameters, the number of particles in the swarm is set to 200, so the training data of the BP neural network are 200 groups.
Parameter Identification Based on BPNN-PSO.
After training, the BPNN model will be added to the PSO algorithm on the next identification procedure of the same 
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Simulations
Error Settings.
To verify the identification model of industrial robots, we set errors with the kinematic parameters and the kinematic parameter-identification simulations are carried out based on PSO and BPNN-PSO. First, we acquired joint angle data, and set errors with kinematic parameters for each joint, as shown in Table 3 . The theoretical position can be calculated by (1) with the nominal kinematic parameters (shown in Table 1 ). Similarly, we can obtain the reference position (which is considered as the real one) with the kinematic parameter. Then the position error before identification and compensation is calculated, as shown in Figure 6 . The simulation results of the PSO algorithm and the BPNN-PSO algorithm are used to solve (10) , and the convergence speed of the fitness is shown in Figures 7 and 8 , respectively. The PSO algorithm achieves the minimum fitness of 5.5519E − 5 with 404 iterations. The BPNN-PSO achieves the minimum fitness of 6.6432E − 5 with 71 iterations. The parameter error Δk identified by the two methods is shown in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively. Compared with the setting error of the kinematic parameters, not all parameters are accurately identified, which is due to the existence of a coupling relationship among them, but it does not affect the accuracy of compensation [27, 28] . The position error of the two methods after compensation is shown in Figures 9 7 Complexity and 10. Compared with the compensation effect based on PSO algorithm, the identification based on BPNN-PSO can achieve nearly the same precision, but BPNN-PSO has much fewer iteration times and faster convergence speed. To compare the time spent in parameter identification of the two algorithms, we performed parameter identification on the same computer, whose configurations are 64-bit Windows 10 operating system, 8 GB RAM, and an Intel i7 processor. The simulation results show that the time for the identification of the two algorithm parameters is 1067 s and 183 s, respectively.
Experimental Verification
5.1. Experimental Data Acquisition. The data-acquisition process consists of moving the end effector to some positions in the workspace of the robot and recording the joint displacements. In this paper, we obtained the location of the end effector with the laser tracker. The data-acquisition experiment platform is shown in Figure 1 . We measured the position data of the robot in 100 different poses and recorded the joint angle data in the corresponding pose. During the measuring process, the position data of the robot should be distributed evenly in the working space as much as possible. Of the 100 groups of acquired data, 50 groups of data are used to identify the kinematic parameters of the robot, and the other 50 groups of data are used for independent verification.
Experimental Results.
Following data acquisition, the identification process is performed by PSO algorithm and BPNN-PSO algorithm. The parameters identified by the two algorithms are given by Tables 6 and 7. Figure 11 shows the position errors of the 50 groups of the robot before identification and compensation. The identification results of the two algorithms are used to compensate the kinematic parameters' error, and the position error after compensation is shown in Figures 12 and 13 . Figures 14 and 15 show the iteration results and convergence rates, respectively, of the two algorithms. From the two figures, we can know that the PSO algorithm has a slower convergence speed in the late stage of the search, which is due to the fact that the particle swarm tends to be homogenous and the global search capability becomes worse. Compared with PSO, the BPNN-PSO has a faster convergence speed. In Table 8 , the effects of the two algorithms are compared. The experiment results show that, compared with the PSO algorithm, the position error after compensation based on the BPNN-PSO algorithm is nearly the same but the convergence rate is improved by 89%. Particularly, the time consumed by the identification-based PSO is 1235 seconds, while the time consumed by BPNN-PSO is only 162 seconds, which means the identification efficiency increased by 86%.
Conclusions
A novel hybrid parameter-identification method based on BPNN-PSO was proposed for industrial robots to solve the convergence efficiency of standard PSO. The kinematic model was established based on the MDH model. To unify the position data of the industrial robot and measurement instrument, a preliminary identification of the base frame and the tool frame were presented. The modeling and training method of BPNN-PSO were conducted to identify the kinematic parameters. Simulations and experiments were carried out to verify the efficiency of the proposed method. The results showed that the identification method based on BPNN-PSO can identify the error kinematic parameters and improve the position accuracy of industrial robots. Compared with standard PSO, the identification accuracy of BPNN-PSO is nearly the same, but its convergence efficiency can be significantly improved.
This work mainly aimed at improving the convergence efficiency of parameter identification for industrial 
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